and began a reasonable lifting program twice a week. I began some
bouts of intermittent fasting and watch my carbs a bit closer. I was
feeling better and better. I also added one thing.....a Rebounder. I still
had the one my Aunt gave me stored in my garage. Each day after my
workout I would bounce (not all that hard) for 5-10 minutes and I found
that it made me recover better. I also began revisiting the benefits of
rebounding and I discovered your material on Youtube. As I watched,
and studied, I decided that a Cellerciser would be much better than the
unit I had. I noticed that the suggested maximum weight for the
Cellerciser was 350 pounds so I kept working with the goal of getting to
the point where I could use the Cellerciser. Finally, when I got to
September I was near 350 pounds and I ordered a Cellerciser. When it
came the unit was even better than I imagined. I started using it after my
workouts, but then I decided I would get on it every morning, and so I
began playing on the Cellerciser for 5-10 minutes every morning. It only
took a few sessions before I was looking forward to getting on the unit
each morning because I felt so good after I did it. If I felt stiff when I got
out of bed the Cellerciser took care of that. I can tell you that I have
done a lot of physical things over the years that have damaged my body
and I have a lot of orthopedic issues, but 100% of the time when I get off
the Cellerciser I feel better, even when I hit it hard. Since I received the
Cellerciser I have continued to workout . I have replaced one walking
session with Cellerciser and added another Cellerciser session. These
are in addition to my morning ritual. I am now down to 300 pounds and
maintaining that while I am stuck in the house due to Covid 19. I am on
the Cellerciser every day. It not only helps me physically, but the mental
benefits are huge. I plan to let my body lose some more weight once this
lock-in is over. Right before the lockdown I had a Doctor's appointment.
My A 1 c is at 5.2, my cholesterol and other blood markers are all
excellent, and my blood pressure has been in the 120/75 range for 2-3
months now. The benefits I have gotten from rebounding, and a healthier
lifestyle, are simply phenomenal. If I was still coaching I would have
several Cellercisers in my wrestling room for warm-up, recovery, and
conditioning as well as for training around injuries. I have worked with a
lot of young athletes and one group that I think would benefit immensely
from the Cellersider is the female athlete. They have an inordinate
number of ACL tears and I think working on the Cellerciser would
strengthen the muscular and ligamental structure of their knees in ways

